FIRE INCIDENT REPORT #7:
September 6, 2010

FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Fridley Fire Department,
Fridley, Minnesota
APPLICATION:
TetraKO water enhancer takes
on a deep-seated, 30-cubic yard
dumpster fire.
SUMMARY:
Upon arrival of a fully involved
dumpster fire located next to a
vacant restaurant, firefighters
notice that the fire is extending
to the adjacent building. Crews
use TetraKO to achieve initial
knockdown of the dumpster fire,
giving them the time they need
to extinguish a fire that was
threatening the building itself.

We had a report of a possible building fire at a vacant restaurant. Police on the
scene reported that what we actually had was a large dumpster fire up against the
back of the building, with fire extending into the rear portion of the building.
Firefighters with the 500 gallon pumper did a quick hit of the dumpster fire by
applying TetraKO for about 20 seconds. We had no visible fire at that point – just
lots of steam production. They turned their attention to the backside of the building
where we observed signs that the fire had gotten into a shed roof. The crew took
a pike pole and pulled down a piece of the soffit and sprayed a short burst of
TetraKO up into that attic space and successfully stopped the fire cold.
Turning their attention back to the dumpster, firefighters saw the fire had started to
show itself again. What proved to be challenging is that it was such a deep-seated
fire – with tree stumps, auto parts, plastic bumpers, carpeting, construction debris
– and it had worked its way deep inside. But
the initial TetraKO knockdown bought us the
time to hit the shed roof and totally put that out.
Added firefighter Matt Field,
who was operating the pump,
“I thought the whole building
was going to be lost. In fact, we
only used one 500-gallon tank of
TetraKO solution and didn’t hook
up to a hydrant at all. We sprayed
TetraKO inside the awnings of the
cooler area and it stuck to the
ceiling. The knockdown took
nothing, and it stayed down.”

We had a large dumpster fire up
against a building. A 20 second
burst of TetraKO knocked it down.

Eventually, we had a tow company come out
and drag the dumpster 50 yards across the
parking lot near a fire hydrant. Then we took hydrant water and drove our
piercing nozzle deep down into the dumpster and flowed water for about an hour.
In hindsight, we would have liked to use TetraKO with the piercing nozzle and get
the TetraKO deep down in there.
—Assistant Chief John Crelly
Bet ter Solutions…Naturally!
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